
ICONN SYSTEMS setVes a variety ofmarkets with standard
and proprietary electricaJ/electronic interconnect prod
ucts. iCONN's engineered solutions model develops
superior products with cost-effective enhanced features
for the company's partners. iCONN partnered with
SkyBitz to develop higher-quality, cost-effective intercon
nects for its mobile terminal. For more information, visit
Vv'INW.iconnsystems. com.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
SkyBitz has created its systems to pro
vide many advantages over standard
CPS. Educating customers on SkyEitz's
potential cost savings, however, has been a
challenge for the company, Akbari explains.

"A lot of customers are in wait-and-see
mode." she says. "[We have toJ overcome
this fear in the marketplace.

"SkyEitz works with them to see that the
ROJ Ifrom our systemsJ is extremely rapid
and to make the decision to adopt the new
technology. Customers can see virtually
immediate ROJ - our average implementa
tion pays for itself in less than 12 months,
and usually within three to six months. So
we continue to innovate for our core cus
tomers in trucking and are expanding in oil
and gas, chemical, rail, intennodal freight
and government markets."~

eat up power. while CLS takes approxi
mately 10 seconds, the company says.

INNOVATIVE SENSORS
The company works with a number of
partners that provide a variety of technolo
gy to ensure assets are safe and well-moni
tored while en route to destinations. "Not
only do you want to know where the asset
is, but you want to know the entire situa
tion," Akbari says. "[SkyEitz is] able to give
the entire condition and status of the asset
- very few people actually have a whole
suite of sensors."

For example. Lombard. Ill.-based iConn
Systems provides the interconnects from
SkyBitz terminals to sensors that track vehi
cles. These sensors keep track of mileage, oil
levels, temperature, air pressure in tires,
whether the trailer door has been opened
and whether a trailer is full, half-full or
empty, explains Kerry Nelson, iConn
Systems' vice president of sales and mar
keting. iConn Systems also provides the
company with receptacles that power
SkyEitz battery packs when plugged in.

iCONN Systems, LLC 1110 N. Garfield Street Lombard, IL 60148
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Contact Kerry Nelson at extension 223 or knelson@iconnsystems.com
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What can iCONN Systems' innovative engineering and global sourcing do for your products and your bottom line?
Contact us to discover the difference a partnership with iCONN Systems can make.

Connect with a True Solutions Partner.

iCONN Systems, LLC is an engineered solutions provider and manufacturer of connectors, cable assemblies and value added
turnkey products. Our management team has extensive connector/cable assembly experience, in excess of 50 years within the

connector industry. iCONN's engineered solutions model provides our customers with high quality, cost effective designs for
their specific applications. iCONN manufacturers / warehouses in the U.S. and globally to competitively address any

application. Our extensive product and market experience uniquely positions iCONN Systems to partner with you to design
robust solutions for your specific application. iCONN Systems delivers truly exceptional, cost-effective products.

GLS ADVANTAGE
SkyBitz's technology provides significant
time and power savings to customers, the
company says. "With SkyEitz's CLS. the
service operation center performs posi
tioning calculations centrally and is able
to calculate position in mere seconds, dra
matically reducing power consumption
and the cost and inconvenience associat
ed with frequent battery replacement,"
SkyEitz says. 'That means [clientsJ get
position reports faster and with less
power consumption [than GPS units in
truck cabs]."

The process for CPS to download
almanac and ephemeris data from each
GPS satellite can take several minutes and

petitors because "this is all we do," Akbari
says. "We have the best solution in the
marketplace, we are innovative and we
provide the best-in-class customer sup
port. However, remote asset manage
ment is a very small piece of what our
competitors General Electric and
Qualcomm do."

and what you do with it. We have spent a
lot of time on our application platform
and are really becoming an information
data services provider rather than just a
data provider."

Commercially available since 2002,

SkyEitz provides tracking systems for
regional and national fleets and is a pri
vately held company with investors such
as CIBC Capital Partners, AlC Highstar
Capital, Inverness Graham Investments,
Motorola Ventures and lTV - a fund of
Cordova Ventures. More than 575 cus
tomers rely on the company to track more
than 160,000 assets on a daily basis.

Customers choose SkyBitz over com- ~

irginia-based asset manage
ment company SkyBitz uses
a patented global locating
system (CLS) to provide cus
tomers with real-time track
ing and information man
agement solutions. The com
pany's technology and advanc

ed software platform was originally funded
by the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DARPA), which funds small busi
ness research.

"We really have the best solution in
terms of technology and our software plat
form," CEO and President Homaira Akbari
says. "!t's about how you package the data

SkyBitz's team of transportation and technology professionals utilizes a
patented global locating system to help clients track shipments.

MONITORING ASSETS

SkyBitz says its sole focus on its tech
nology and software platform has made
it the best solution in tile industry.

SkyBitz
www.skybitz.com
Headquarters Sterling, Va.
Employees 60+
Services Trailer tracking
Homaira Akbari, president and
CEO "We have spent a lot of time
on our application platform and (on)
becoming an information data serv
ices provider."
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